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pharmacognosy and phytochemistry - ii by s. b. gokhale, dr. c. k. kokate, dr. a. u. tatiya, dr. m. g.
kalaskar book summary: it gives us great pleasure in placing the book of pharmacognosy and
phytochemistry-ii in the hands of the second year b. pharm, semester - iv students as per the

revised rules and syllabus framed under pci regulations 2014. there is increasing interest in the use
of phytochemicals as potential disease-fighting compounds and this has lead to a pharmacognostic
approach to the discovery of new drugs. pharmacognosy is the study of medicinal plants and is a
rapidly developing research field. there is also increasing interest in the use of phytochemicals as

potential disease-fighting compounds and this has lead to a pharmacognostic approach to the
discovery of new drugs. this is the title of the standard pharmacognosy text book by canadian
pharmacognosist charles kokate published in 2011 by crc press. the book is written in a very

interesting manner and is very informative. the book is divided into six parts dealing with medicinal
plants, herbal drugs, plant biotechnology, analytical pharmacognosy, carbohydrates and derived

products, drugs containing glycosides, drugs containing tannins, lipids (fixed oils, fats and waxes),
terpenoids, enzymes and protein drugs, alkaloidal drugs, phytopharmaceuticals, retrospective and

prospective, marine drugs, nutraceuticals and cosmaceuticals, ayurvedic pharmacy, drugs of mineral
origin, fibres, sutures and surgical dressings, natural pesticides, antibiotics and allergenic extracts,

immunomodulators, adaptogens and rasayana, pharmacognostical terms and phytochemical
evaluation of drugs. a chapter on pharmacognostical terms is particularly interesting as it contains

terms which are used in pharmacognosy but are not used in any other pharmacognosy text book and
are not generally known to the reader. the book ends with a chapter on phytochemical evaluation of

drugs and the evaluation of drugs to identify those with a potential value. the book contains 200
references and this is a good book for students and readers.
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We have already mentioned
three books of Pharmacognosy

by C.K. Kokate et.al. One of
them being Nirali Prakashan is
published by Academic Press.
Elsevier publishes two books

Pharmacognosy: Genetics and
function of drugs of plant origin

by Nicholas Loxdale and The
journal of Pharmacognosy and

Phytotherapy, British
Pharmacopoeia Centre

Pharmacognosy is one of the
core areas of Pharmaceutical

Sciences which deals with study
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of drugs of natural origin. From
the point of view of competitive

examinations like GPAT, it is
very essential to have a

thorough knowledge of this
subject because a good number
of questions (usually 15-20) are
asked from this subject alone. If

we include Phytochemistry
(Chemistry of Natural products)
the total number of questions

that can be expected from
these two subjects can easily
exceed 30. This indicates that
these two subjects will play a

big role in the final GPAT exam.
However, due to a general lack
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of interest and deficiency of
faculty who specialize in these
subjects, many GPAT aspirants
often find it difficult to prepare
these subjects thoroughly. In

this discussion, we try to
highlight some important topics
to read and books to refer for
Pharmacognosy. It is always a
good idea to refer at least two
text books for any subject. As

far as Pharmacognosy is
concerned, almost all the

universities in India prescribe
the following text books for

Undergraduate as well as Post
Graduate course in
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Pharmacognosy.
1.Pharmacognosy Trease and
Evans, Elsevier Publications

2.Pharmacognosy C.K. Kokate
et.al., Nirali Prakashan

3.Pharmacognosy T.E Wallis,
Churchill Livingstone
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